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What is PlantRun? 

Built using the powerful Prodigy industrial automation software package, PlantRun is 

much more than just a production management or OEE data gathering tool. 

 

By giving all of your staff instant access to PlantRun data you will dramatically improve 

your manufacturing performance at all business levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operators will be given the information and motivation needed to improve performance. 

Production managers will be given tools they need to identify & share best practice,    

reduce machine downtime and improve planning. Senior management will gain better 

control of manufacturing and realise true factory potential. 

 

Payback periods are very short with most companies achieving a return on their invest-

ment within just a few months of installation. 

 

 

Please take five minutes to browse this 

brochure and then call 01642 370666 for  

an informal chat to find out more about how 

PlantRun could help your manufacturing 

business. 
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Introduction 
Achieve your true potential with PlantRun . . . 

 

PlantRun gives you the tools you need to take full control of your entire manufacturing 

operation. Its modular design ensures that you can tailor the system to meet your exact 

requirements and budget.  

 

 

 Return on investment is rapid - often being achieved within a 

few months of system installation. 

 Positive cultural changes impact all business levels. 

 Continuous improvement yields performance gains and cost 

savings year after year. 

 

The right tools for the job 

Specifically designed for the automatic capture of manufacturing performance data and 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) in real time, PlantRun minimises labour input 

and makes management information available instantly on demand. 

 

Based upon a range of specialised hard-

ware and powered by Prodigy software, 

PlantRun systems can be applied to any 

type of manufacturing equipment. 

 

Its modular design allows systems to grow 

from simple machine utilisation monitor to 

fully featured Management Information 

System without losing any of your initial 

investment. 

 

Cost effective. 

PlantRun software runs on standard PC hardware and connects to a range of rugged, 

reliable and low cost operator interfaces. 

 

It has been carefully designed for flexibility and ease of configuration. This allows 

PlantRun to be customised to meet your exact requirements at minimum cost, reducing 

your initial investment and guaranteeing a low total cost of ownership. 
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Trusted 

Powered by Prodigy, PlantRun is developed by Tascomp, a company with over 30 years 

track record of supplying industrial software & systems to major manufacturers around 

the world. This is backed up by a network of over 40 approved Prodigy resellers to  

guarantee a worry free solution. 

 

 

The benefits 

The rapid return on investment achieved when our customers install PlantRun is due to 

the wide range of benefits the system provides, which include: 

 

 Realisation of true factory capabilities 

 Targeting and elimination of unplanned downtime 

 Identification & transfer of best practices 

 Targeting optimum performance at all times 

 Optimisation of target machine speeds 

 Reduction of paperwork & administration 

 Essential part of world-class Lean manufacturing 

 Reduced need to buy new equipment 

 Reduction of machine changeover times 

 Improved management control of the shop floor 

 Improvements in staff motivation 
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Live Factory Floor Overview 
Real time information where you need it 

 

Imagine being able to view the live status and performance of your entire factory from any 

location - on the factory floor, in your own office, abroad, from your head office…. 

 

 See instantly which machines are underperforming 

 Drill down to analyse the root causes of the problems 

 Compare machine centres, crew, shift, products, etc 

 Record & graph Availability, Performance & Quality—APQ 

 View live OEE and Key Performance Indicators—KPI 

 No more waiting for inaccurate manually collected data 

 Go live and take control of your manufacturing facility 

 

Real time shop floor information 

PlantRun’s real time displays provide a customised plan view of your shop floor that 

shows key performance data for every machine centre.  

 

Colour is used to give a clear 

indication of the current state of 

each machine. For instance, run-

ning machines are represented in 

green, stopped machines in red, 

out of service machines in grey and 

slow machines in amber, etc. 

Clicking on any machine 'zooms in' 

to a full screen display of that 

machine showing more detailed 

information such as the current 

reason for a stoppage, machine 

efficiency, estimated time to end of 

batch, number of products manu-

factured this shift/day etc. These 

displays also provide convenient 

links to all the tools you need to 

analyse stoppages, prepare re-

ports, modify stoppage reasons, 

manage users, etc. 
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Real time Dashboard 

Displays are fully customisable and interactive with animated graphics. They can also 

incorporate real time and historic trend graphs, which give access to PlantRun’s powerful 

trend analysis tools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can choose to use the built in real time dashboards or use the Display Builder tools 

to create your own custom dashboards to show just the information required by each of 

your system users. 

 

Integrated process measurements 

PlantRun is based upon the powerful 

Prodigy Supervisory Control & Data Acqui-

sition (SCADA) software package. This 

means you are not limited to viewing just 

machine based data but can also link to 

PLCs, controllers and data acquisition 

equipment to enhance your machine data 

with vital process measurements. 

By linking to process measurements such 

as temperature, colour, pressure, humidity, 

etc. PlantRun allows you to correlate 

manufacturing disturbances with factors 

which influence performance in a way that 

is simply not possible using conventional 

machine monitoring systems. 
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Universal Connectivity 
Connect to your machines, connect with your operators 

 

PlantRun’s purpose built DTM series operator terminals can be connected to any make or 

model of equipment. More importantly, they involve your operators in the data collec-

tion process to ensure their buy-in at this critical stage of data capture. 

 

 Rugged and low cost operator terminals 

 Universal digital interface to sense machine state, 

machine speed and product count 

 Requires just one input per machine centre 

 Digital interlock to enforce reason entry 

 Networked and direct wired connection options 

 Bar code reader and swipe card interface 

 

Quality of data is essential 

Whilst PlantRun can communicate directly 

with almost any make of PLC or machine 

controller, years of experience has proven 

that this is not usually the best approach. 

 

The judgement which any experienced 

operator can exercise always provides a 

more accurate classification of lost time 

than can be obtained from any machine’s 

interpretation of a problem. 

 

For instance, when a packaging line stops, the machine PLC will register a common fault 

code for a wide range of root causes. In contrast, the operator needs to identify the real 

cause before applying a remedy, thus learning that the problem was perhaps incorrect 

stock, damp stock, damaged stock, miss-

aligned stock, etc. 

 

This additional information allows manage-

ment to make informed decisions and  

involve the people that keep your factory 

working efficiently. This in turn generates 

the operator buy-in, which is crucial to any 

program of Continuous Improvement. 
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Data accuracy is guaranteed 

With PlantRun, every second of manufac-

turing time is accounted for against cate-

gories which you can define such as run-

ning, start-up, meal break, training, slow 

speed running, machine breakdown, etc. 

Every good product and scrap product  is 

accounted for. Every stoppage is catego-

rised. No other system can provide this 

level of data accuracy. 
 

Why you need more than just OEE 

Measurement of machine and operator performance and calculation of Overall Equip-

ment Effectiveness (OEE) is sometimes not enough. Other factors can come into play 

which affect performance. If you are not recording these factors then you will not be able 

to identify the link between these factors and poor manufacturing performance. 

 

PlantRun systems can draw on a comprehensive array of facilities, which are provided by 

the core Prodigy package, to help track production against product type and batch refer-

ence. It can also capture process measurements such as key temperatures, pressures, 

speeds, flows, pH, concentration, etc. Only with the addition of this information will you 

have all of the information needed to fully understand and eliminate the root causes of 

reduced factory output. 
 

The missing link 

An essential part of achieving this closed 

loop control is the timely feedback of rele-

vant data to the operators, managers and 

senior decision makers. PlantRun keeps everyone on the factory floor informed via ma-

chine terminals and strategically placed Shop Floor Display Nodes. Engineers can be 

alerted to problems via SMS text, email and PA massages. Managers can view live fac-

tory performance from their PCs and senior decision makers can access reports and drill 

down using PlantRun’s Asset View and Group View tools. It is this ‘factory floor to top 

floor’ connectivity that makes PlantRun so effective. 

Open loop control …… 

                      …….is no control at all. 

 

You need to close the feedback loop to 

gain real control of your factory. 
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Analyse by asset or group 
Understand what your data is telling you 

Your factory is generating information at an alarming rate. 
 

PlantRun provides the tools you need to make sense of your data . . . 

             . . . quickly & easily.  

 

Record everything 

PlantRun records every event for every machine into a common, open format database. 

Every period of downtime, every operator log-on, new product made and new batch 

started is accurately recorded in this central database and made available throughout 

your PlantRun system. 

 

Asset View 
Play with your data 

PlantRun’s Asset View allows 

you to select any machine 

centre and view in detail the 

production & utilisation data 

for that asset over any desired 

time period. 

 

Its Quick Stats 

option instantly 

gives you a break-

down of the data 

showing availabil-

ity, performance, 

quality, OEE, dis-

turbance fre-

quency, top reasons for lost production and more. This powerful tool makes it easy to 

analyse breakdowns and performance issues without the sheer volume of data getting in 

your way. Easy to use edit tools allow you to update records and add comments to further 

improve the quality and value of your data. 

Select a product type and see instantly how efficiently your factory performs when manu-

facturing that product. Analyse relative performances for different machines, crew, shift, 

etc. Play ‘what-if’ to find out how much extra performance you will achieve for each prob-

lem you eliminate. 
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Group View 
Compare & contrast 

PlantRun’s Group View allows you to group assets for instance by machine function 

such as bottling, packaging or perhaps by production facility such as by factory or region. 

 

Select the time period, shift 

or batch that you are inter-

ested in and Group View 

generates a coloured time 

code display highlighting 

stopped machines in red, 

slow machines in amber, 

running machines in green, 

etc. The same status colours as used throughout PlantRun. This makes it easy to visual-

ise how all of your machines have performed without the need to read through endless 

reams of numbers. 

Powerful filter options make it easy to select just the products, batches, operator, shift or 

downtime reasons you are interested in, which makes Group View the ideal tool to inter-

actively discover what your data is telling you. 

 Drag to zoom in/out 

 Pan forward or backwards in time 

 Quick Stats by single asset or group 

 Direct report printing 

 Accurate data mining tool 

 Data filter by batch ID, product type, 

down time reason, operator/crew 

name or shift. 

 Customisable favourite views 

 Compare & contrast – play ‘what-if’ 
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Shop floor displays 
High visibility data keeps everyone informed 

 

Whilst shop floor displays have been available for many years, the technology used often 

restricted what you could display and was prohibitively expensive. 

 

Making use of the latest low cost LCD, Plasma and DLP projected display technologies, 

PlantRun can display live manufacturing information in any format you desire wherever 

you need it. By allowing you to create any number of screen layouts and set them to cy-

cle automatically it is even possible for you to use a single display to service several 

manufacturing cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motivation 

Shop floor displays can show actual and target production rates, informing and motivating 

staff of what must be done to achieve hourly, shift or daily targets. The use of graphs, bar 

charts, dials and colour make the information easy to understand and easy to read from a 

distance.  

 

Format 

For locations where a large format display 

may not be appropriate, PlantRun’s range 

of DTM operator terminals can provide the 

same KPI and target information at every 

machine centre. 
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High visibility data helps you to emphasise just how important 

factory performance is to your business. For your high achievers 

it rewards them for their extra efforts whilst motivating others to 

improve their performance to catch up. 

 

 Automatic timed display cycle 

 User editable 

 Show ‘visitor welcome’ screens 

 Factory performance 

 Lost time & safety record, etc. 

 Live data 

 Displayed the way you want it 

 Full colour  

 With graphics & animation 

 Show KPI including live OEE 

 Real time trend graphs 
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Instant Impact 
Comprehensive reports built-in 

 

No more error prone and time consuming data translation from paper to computer or from 

one application to another. PlantRun provides seamless integrated and accurate data 

from shop floor to executive reports. 

 

PlantRun systems are supplied with a huge 

range of standard report templates built-in. 

This makes it easy to use from day one. 

If the report you need is not available 

PlantRun’s Easy Report software gives you 

all the tools you need to create your own 

reports quickly and easily. 

 

If you don’t have the time to create your own reports, Tascomp will create them for you 

and to your exact requirements quickly and cost effectively. As new report templates are 

created these are made available for you to use as part of PlantRun’s continuous im-

provement policy. 
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Simple to use 

PlantRun eliminates the complexity of manipu-

lating production data as it contains a powerful 

set of data processors that do all of the work for 

you. All you need to do is select the report style 

and filter values (report interval, machine ID, 

operator, product, shift, etc.) and PlantRun pre-

processes the data and generates your required report in seconds. Built in Pareto analy-

sis automatically highlights your top losses. Derived calculations can be made within the 

report. Reports can be viewed on screen, printed or output to PDF format for distribution 

and long term storage. 

 

Tailored to match requirements 

Reporting needs for group level, division, site, line, and asset vary. For each type of user 

PlantRun reports are designed to give clear and appropriate information presented in an 

easy to interpret way. This helps your team to work together to improve manufacturing 

efficiency and reduce machine downtime. 
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Alerts 
Detect problems and alert users 

 

Responding to a production disturbance quickly is an 

essential part of improving factory performance. 

 

PlantRun can be configured to monitor each machine 

for specific key parameters and generate targeted 

alerts for ‘out of spec’ conditions. 

 

SMS text alerts 

By making use of low cost text messaging and your existing mobile ‘phones, PlantRun 

can alert your staff to important production bottlenecks as soon as they occur. These 

alerts are generated automatically and routed to the group of recipients most suited to 

respond to that type of alert. 

 

 

Alerts keep your staff informed: 

 “Packaging machine 5 low on black ink” to your stores 

 “Line 7 low speed for 10 minutes” to the production supervisor 

 “Welding robot 23 stopped” to your maintenance engineer 

 

 

By responding to the alert the recipient can request additional informa-

tion or acknowledge that they will respond thus preventing multiple peo-

ple from responding. 

 

 

Users may log-on and log-off the SMS 

alerts from their mobile ’phone making it 

easy to prevent alerts when the recipient is 

off duty. 

 

Commonly required information can also 

be incorporated into mini reports. This 

allows the user to request live information 

for several machines with just a single text 

message request. 
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Email alerts 

Email alerts work in a similar way to the 

SMS text alert, allowing you to generate 

alerts to be sent to groups of email re-

cipients. Email is a useful way to receive 

less urgent information or information 

that you may want to keep to refer back 

to at a later time. It can also be useful for 

situations where mobile reception is poor 

or not permitted. 

 

Audio alerts 

PlantRun can be connect to your existing factory PA system, 

allowing it to generate audible alerts that can be heard by every-

one. 

 

This can be useful where the recipient cannot be contacted by 

email or mobile phone. Alerts can be generated automatically using PlantRun’s voice 

synthesis module to create the voice message from the wording of the alert message 

using a range of voice types. 

 

You can also record your own voice messages for each alert, which is preferred by some 

users as it allows a familiar voice to call for assistance. 

 

Request assistance 

PlantRun shop floor DTM terminals, which are usually located at 

each machine centre, can be used to call for assistance using the 

alert system. This allows the operator to ’request an engineer’, 

’call for a supervisor’, ‘request materials’, etc. 
 

Alert management 

All alerts are handled by PlantRun alarm 

management tools.  These provide a range of 

facilities including a summary alarm banner, 

live alarm display and full historic alarm re-

cording and reporting. Alarm acceptance can 

also be configured to require an operator 

comment to be  entered before acceptance 

takes place. 
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Integration 
Share data with your existing systems 

 

Whilst PlantRun can be operated as a stand-alone system it is common for it to be inte-

grated with existing business systems. This is especially true for larger organisations that 

have already installed advanced Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Computerised 

Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS or MMS) and Supervisory Control & Data 

Acquisition (SCADA) systems. 

 

Share product or recipe data 

Setting a target speed for each asset against 

each product manufactured is an essential 

part of performance and OEE measurement. 

If you only manufacture a small number of 

products on each asset or all products are 

manufactured at the same speed then a sim-

ple lookup table held within PlantRun to link 

product type and asset to target speed may 

be sufficient. 

 

If, by contrast, you manufacture a wide range of products at many different speeds then 

the dataset that links this information can become very large. It is likely that this informa-

tion is already available within one of your existing management information systems and 

this is where system integration with PlantRun will yield huge benefits in terms of data 

accuracy and operational efficiency 

 

 Access your existing product data to determine product names, target 

machine speeds 

 Integrate manufacturing schedules into your PlantRun system 

 Remove data duplication 

 PlantRun is always using the most up to date production information 
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Integrate with production planning 

Unless you manufacture exactly the same 

products every day, continuously, then 

knowing what you should be making now, 

how quickly you should be making them, 

how many you need to manufacture, when 

you should complete . . . is essential shop 

floor information. 

 

This is where PlantRun integration with your existing systems can have big benefits. 

Production plans can be shared with PlantRun allowing operators to know exactly what 

they should be making, at what speed and how many are left before the end of batch. 

 

Achieving the link 

Due to the proprietary or sometimes in-house nature of all ERP, CMMS and SCADA sys-

tems it is not possible to create a ’one size fits all’ approach to data exchange. For this 

reason PlantRun provides a comprehensive range of interface methods including OPC, 

SQL, ODBC, CSV, XML and PFF capabilities. 

 

Defining the interface method is just the 

first step to integration as this will only 

define how the data is exchanged and not 

what will be exchanged. This often more 

complex stage is helped by Tascomp’s 30 

years of systems integration experience 

and the comprehensive facilities available 

within the Prodigy software package on 

which PlantRun is based. 

 

What are the benefits of good systems integration? 

 Reduce administration overheads to 

save time and save money 

 Remove data duplication 

 Enhance data value to allow ‘what if’ 

analysis 

 Enable better production scheduling 

 Feedback actual performance and 

yield data to ERP systems 

 Inform operators what they should be 

making and how quickly 

 Compare group performance across 

multiple manufacturing sites 
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Global access 
Access PlantRun from any location 

 

PlantRun is much more than just a Production 

Manager’s tool. By giving everyone in your 

business access to PlantRun information you 

will dramatically improve your manufacturing 

performance at all business levels. 

 

Everyone understands that recording manu-

facturing data on a computer’s hard disk will 

do nothing to improve performance. If you 

don’t use the information you might as well 

switch off the computer and save electricity. 

 

However, identifying that everyone should make use of the data does not guarantee that 

this will happen. If the data is not easy to access or is difficult to understand then people 

will quickly switch off. 

 

By providing a comprehensive range of facilities which are easy to use, PlantRun ensures 

that all of your people receive the accurate information they need, when they need it and 

remain switched on to the importance of continuous improvement. 

 

The use of operator terminals at every machine centre combined with high visibility shop 

floor displays, SMS and email alarms and audio alerts, means that PlantRun has the 

shop floor side of your operation covered. 

 

For the people that don’t work on the shop floor, PlantRun provides real time access to 

live production information from any of your existing networked PCs and from any 

location. With no practical limit to the total number of system users, you can be sure that 

everyone in your organisation is kept informed at all times. 

 

 Senior decision makers can use the information to identify optimum machine 

and crew performance, share this best practice and achieve increased output 

without the need for investment in new plant & machinery 

 Production planning can fully understand the cost implications behind the 

schedules they create 

 Maintenance can identify the issues that cause most lost production 

 Operators can see how their peer group perform, encouraging healthy com-

petition and maintaining focus on the importance of continuous improvement 
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Remote Viewstation 

PlantRun Remote Viewstation will run on any 

modern PC or Laptop. Connecting via any 

network link, Remote Viewstation gives you 

instant real time access to view all of the 

displays, trends, reports and data analysis 

tools available on the main PlantRun server 

from any location. 

 

By running it as standard on your main office PC you can continue your normal work, 

switching quickly to view your PlantRun system live at any time. Install it on your laptop 

and you gain the same access from any location world wide. Access it from your confer-

ence rooms or head offices for meetings, at home or abroad to handle emergencies. 

 

Remote Workstation 

PlantRun Remote Workstation provides all of the viewing capabilities of the Viewstation 

package with the added ability to modify reports, change downtime code structures, edit 

production data, etc. 

 

Both the Viewstation and Workstation packages can be tailored for each installation to 

provide just the facilities required for each location. Built-in user security ensures that 

unauthorised users cannot access or change sensitive information. 

 

SmartView 

PlantRun SmartView provides access to 

all of your PlantRun live displays and 

trends on tablets, smartphones or PC. 

Though this cannot provide the full fea-

tured access offered by the Viewstation 

and Workstation packages it does offer a 

low cost system access without the need 

to install any software. 

 

All PlantRun remote access packages are easy to install and setup. By automatically 

acquiring the configuration they need on first connection to the PlantRun server you can 

be up and running from any location in minutes. Bulk license discounts make it cost effec-

tive to provide all of your key employees with their own dedicated access facility. 
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Scalability 
To suit your needs and budget 

From one machine to hundreds of assets and from a single factory to world wide  

operation, PlantRun can be scaled to provide a cost effective solution. Every PlantRun 

system is based upon one of five base levels which is custom configured to provide a 

ready to run solution to match your exact requirements. Each level builds upon the  

previous levels so for instance a level 3 system includes all of the functionality of the level 

1 & 2 systems. 

Level 1: Machine utilisation only  

 Live factory floor status display  Asset based machine utilisation reports 

 Utilisation KPI  Large format shop floor display options 

 SMS, Email & audible alert options  Viewstation & Workstation options 

  

Level 2: Downtime capture  

 DTM Operator terminal at each asset  Interlock to enforce reason entry 

 Down time reason capture  Asset based down time analysis 

 Asset based downtime reports  Asset based production totals/rates 

 Asset View & Group View analysis  Operator tracking 

  

Level 3: Production tracking and OEE  

 Dynamic OEE capture  Operator/crew tracking 

 Product & batch traceability  Manual/auto shift patterns 

 OEE by asset/operator/product/batch  Custom factory floor display 

 M.S. Access or SQL database   Target machine speeds 

  

Level 4: MRP/MIS integration  

 Recipe integration  MRP - Exchange production schedules 

 Maintenance schedule  

  

Level 5: Multi Site Solution  

 Centralised server  Operational Intelligence Dashboard  

 Site level data concentrators   



 



About 
PlantRun 

PlantRun systems are designed to meet the requirements of automatic down time 

and utilisation monitoring to capture performance data, such as OEE, in real-time. 

Developed in the UK by Tascomp, they combine over 30 years of practical experi-

ence and service to manufacturers around the world with a practical no-nonsense 

approach to machine monitoring. This background makes PlantRun a very power-

ful and affordable MPM (Manufacturing Performance Monitoring)  solution. 
 

Tascomp 

Tascomp are the developers of the 

Prodigy and PlantRun software  

packages, which are supplied to  

manufacturers around the world 

through a network of approved  

resellers and system integrators.  

Tascomp Limited 

Newburgh Court, 

Belasis Hall Technology Park, 

Billingham 

TS23 4EE, UK. 

T: +44 (0)1642 370666 

F: +44 (0)1642 370012 

E: sales@tascomp.com 

W: www.plantrun.com 
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